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ABSTRACT

The paper is oriented toward the determination of constitutive equation constants by the inverse analysis of plane strain 
compression test results. The interpretation of such results is complicated by the inhomogeneity of strain rate distribution 
in the specimen caused by rigid ends, the lateral spreading of a specimen friction and the variation of temperature during 
the test. The results of plane strain compression tests of AISI-304 stainless steel are presented and significant deviations 
of temperature are observed at higher strain rates. Finite element simulation was performed to estimate the inhomogene-
ity of strain rate within the specimen and evaluate the effect of friction on the test results. Constitutive equations of the 
material were obtained by inverse analysis minimizing the deviations between the measured load values and the ones 
predicted by numerical simulation.
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INTRODUCTION

Specification of constitutive equations describing 
the material flow stress is necessary for the design and 
optimization of technological procedures in forming [1]. 
Computer aided simulation of forming processes based 
on the finite element method is applied in the optimiza-
tion of energy consumptions of production, preventing 
defects in the product, reducing the load on the equip-
ment, increasing the utilization of a material and solv-
ing other technological tasks [2 - 7]. The accuracy of 
constitutive models used in such simulations is critical.

Various tests are used in the evaluation of mate-
rial constitutive behavior: uniaxial and biaxial tensile 
tests, blow forming tests, torsion tests and compression 
tests (ring compression, planestrain compression). The 
type of a test should generally correspond to the stress 
strain mode realized in the simulated forming process. 
The plane strain compression test (PSCT) is generally 
adopted for studies of a material flow behavior during 

flat rolling [8] due to the fact that the stress-strain mode 
corresponding to flat rolling is very similar to the ideal 
plane strain compression.

Interpretation of PSCT results is complicated by in-
homogeneity of strain rate in the volume of the specimen 
caused by rigid ends, variance of specimen temperature, 
friction between the specimen and the tools and lateral 
spreading of the specimen. The inhomogeneity of strain 
rate distribution and lateral spreading of the specimen are 
responsible for the fact that stress-strain data obtained 
from PSCT depends on the geometry of a specimen 
and tools. At the same time, the flow stress is a mate-
rial property and should not depend onthe geometrical 
characteristics of the specimen. Thus, the corrections of 
stress-strain data obtained from PSCT should be made 
to obtain real constitutive equations of the material. 
Different techniques were developed for the correction 
of PSCT data [8 - 14]. The inverse analysis appears to 
be a most powerful of them providing the way of de-
termining constitutive equation constants [12 - 14] or 
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evaluating microstructure models [15]. The objective of 
this work is the application of the inverse analysis to the 
characterization of AISI-304 stainless steel constitutive 
behavior in a wide range of temperatures and strain rates.

EXPERIMENTAL

AISI-304 stainless steel samples of standard 
chemical composition were tested at constant nominal 
temperature of 1000°C in nominal strain rate range of  
0.01 - 10 s-1 and at constant nominal strain rate of 1 s-1 in 
the temperature range of 800 - 1100°C. Prior to defor-
mation the specimens were heated to a temperature of 
1200°C, held one minute and cooled to the temperature 
of deformation. The initial specimen geometry was a 
brick of 20 mm wide, 15 mm long and 10 mm thick. 
The specimens were deformed by the tool of 5 mm 
thick to the nominal stain of 1. Graphite lubricants and 
tantalum foils were used in order to eliminate friction 
between specimens and the tools. The temperature was 
measured by a thermocouple placed in the middle of the 
lateral surface of the specimen. The experiments were 
performed on Gleeble 3800 testing machine.

The data obtained during the tests were reordered to 
a protocol containing the following information: current 
time, measured load, measured specimen temperature, 
measured displacement of the tool, nominal displace-
ment of the tool, nominal temperature, calculated value 
of the effective strain, calculated value of the effective 
stress. Thus, only four parameters are measured dur-
ing the test: time, load, displacement and temperature.       
Effective strain and strain rate are calculated according 
to the following formulas [8]:
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where h0 is the initial thickness of the specimen, S0  is 
the initial square of the contact between the specimen 
and d is the tool,  is the tool displacement, F is the 
measured load.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Approximation of data stress-strain
Based on the ideas expressed in [16 - 21], the ap-

proximation of constitutive behavior of steel in con-
ditions of hot forming can be constructed as a set of 
equations taking into account strain hardening, dynamic 
recovery and dynamic recrystallization processes:
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where: Xd is treated as a dynamically recrystallized 
fracture; ec - critical strain for initialization of dynamic 
recrystallization; R(=8.31) is the universal gas constant; 

W, m, k, n, Ae, Qe, d, adrx, adrv, Adrx, Adrv, mx, mv, Qdrx 

and Qdrv  are the constants to be determined.
The experimental stress-strain data were approxi-

mated by eq. (3 - 7) using the least square method and 
the Nelder-Mead [22] minimization procedure. The 
results of approximation compared with Gleeble data 
are presented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Stress-strain curves obtained by PSCT at strain 
rate of 1 s-1.
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The approximation fits all the stress-strain curves 
obtained experimentally except the one corresponding to 
the strain rate 10 s-1 and the temperature of 1000°C. The 
reason of such deviation is that in this case the nominal 
experimental conditions were not satisfied correctly as it 
can be seen from the proper analysis of the experimental 
data. Fig. 3 illustrates the measured temperature of the 
specimen.The actual strain-rate calculated by numerical 
derivation of strain is plotted in Fig. 4 versus nominal 
strain. It can be clearly seen that the temperature is not 
constant and it rises by approximately 20°C during the 
test. At the same time, the strain rate varies in about a 
30 % range when the strain is less than 0.7 and then 
decreases to the value of 6 s-1. The strain rate variation 
in the rest of experiments was less than 1 %.

Temperature variations observed in the tests per-
formed at the nominal strain rate of 1s-1 are presented 
in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the temperature varies in a 
range of about 15°C during the tests at this strain rate. 
These variations should be taken into account during 
the processing of PSCT data. Temperature variations 
during the tests at lower strain rates are in the negligible 
range of 1°C.

As the constitutive equations specified above are 
constructed by the approximation of data obtained di-
rectly from Gleeble protocol they need to be corrected. 
Stress-strain data collected in the protocol are calculated 
according to the equations (1) and (2), which does not 
take into account the flow in homogeneities caused by 

the rigid ends, lateral spreading and temperature varia-
tion taking place during the test. Thus the approximation 
obtained is used only as an initial guess for the inverse 
analysis based on FE simulation.

Finite element simulation
The aim of finite element simulation of PSCT is to 

predict the evolution of force acting on tools as much 
correctly as possible. Comparison between the measured 
forces and the predicted ones allows one to estimate an 

Fig. 2. Stress-strain curves obtained by PSCT at tempera-
ture of 1000°C.

Fig. 3. Temperature variation during the test at tempera-
ture of 1000°C and nominal strain rate of 10 s-1.

Fig. 4. Actual strain rate variation during the test at tem-
perature of 1000°C and nominal strain rate of 10 s-1.
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adequacy of constitutive equations used for simulation. 
The constitutive equation constants then should be it-
eratively corrected to minimize the deviations between 
the measured values and the predicted ones. 3D FE 
simulation produces more accurate results but it is also 
time consuming for use in the inverse analysis. At the 
same time, the conditions of metal flow during PSCT 
are very close to ideal plane strain deformation so 2D 
FE simulation could by efficiently used.

Loads predicted by 2D FE simulation are generally 
lower at large strains than ones obtained by solving a 
full 3D task because of the lateral spreading which is 
neglected in 2D models. Applying the corrections pro-
posed in [10] the actual value of load can be estimated as:

F =
F2D b

b0(C1 exp(δ/C2) + C3)                                              (8)

where F2D is the load obtained by 2D FE simulation,d 
is the current toll displacement, C1, C2 and C3 are the 
empirical constants (C1 = 0.048, C2 = 1.37 mm, C3 = 1.04 
[10]), b0 is the initial breadth of the specimen and b is 
the actual one. Actual specimen width b can be calculated 
using the formulas proposed in [13]:
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where bf is the final width, h0 is the initial height and hf  
is the final height of the specimen.

In order to estimate the influence of friction between 
the specimen and the tool on the evolution of load during 
PSCT a series of simulations with different friction factor 
values was performed. The comparison of load vs. nominal 
strain curves obtained for different friction factors is pre-
sented in Fig. 6. It can be seen that friction does not play 
a significant role until the nominal strain is less than 1.

Fig. 5. Temperature variations of the tests at nominal strain rate of 1 s-1 and different nominal temperatures: 
a) 800°C; b) 900°C; c) 1000°C; d) 1100°C.

Fig. 6. Evolution of the load calculated for different fric-
tion factors.
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Fig. 7. Geometry of cross section and the distributions of strain and strain rate corresponding to nominal strain of 0.6 
obtained by FE simulation of PSCT at temperature of 800°C and strain rate of 1 s-1.

Fig. 8. The comparison of the experimental loads with predicted ones obtained before and after the correction of consti-
tutive equations for temperatures and strain rates of: a) 800°C, 1 s-1; b) 900°C, 1 s-1; c) 1100°C, 1 s-1; d) 1000°C, 1 s-1;                   
e) 1000°C, 0.1 s-1; f) 1000°C, 0.01 s-1.
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Finite element simulation of PSC tests was per-
formed using 2D three-node triangle elements. The 
friction factorvalue used for the simulations is 0.15. The 
temperature was considered to be distributed uniformly 
in a specimen volumeand vary with time according to 
the measured values. Due to the symmetry of the task it 
was reduced to consideration of one quarter of specimen 
section. Distributions of the effective strain and effective 
strain rate obtained by simulation are presented in Fig. 7.

Correction of constitutive equations
The comparison of predicted loads with the ex-

perimental ones is presented in Fig. 8. It can be seen 
that before the correction of constitutive equations, the 
loads obtained by FEM are 10 - 20 % higher than the 
experimental ones. The initial values of constitutive 
equation constants were corrected to minimize the ob-
jective function:
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where N is the number of tests, tt is the duration of the 
i-th test, Fm is the measured load and F is the load pre-
dicted by FEM.

Fig. 8 represents the load evolution obtained by FE 
simulation after the correction of constitutive equation 
constants. The values of the constants before and after 
correction are listed in Table 1.

CONCLUSIONS

The stress-strain data obtained by the plane strain 
compression test should be corrected to produce reliable 
data for constitutive equations. Temperature variations 
could be taken into account by using the measured 
values instead of the nominal ones in FE simulation 
solving a direct problem during the inverse analysis. 
Friction does not affect significantly the evolution of 
load during PSCT of samples with the initial geometry 
of 10x15x20 (mm) until the nominal strain is less than 1.

A series of PSC tests of AISI-304 stainless steel was 
performed for the temperature range of 800 - 1100°C 
and the nominal strain rates in the range of  0.01 - 10 s-1. 
Large temperature variations were observed during 
the tests at higher strain rates. The constitutive model 
describing the material behavior was constructed using 

the inverse analysis of PSCT data taking into account 
the temperature variations and the effective strain-rate 
inhomogeneity occurring during the tests.
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